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| EX_R | NAME             | CL_R    | BTECH | EL1 | EL2 | EL3 | A  | B  | C  | D  | SGPA | GTL  | REM |
|------|------------------|---------|-------|-----|-----|-----|-----|----|----|----|-----|------|-----|-----|
| PHDCON15201 | KUSHAL GHOSH | 001410603001 | Y    | 1   | 2   | 3   | 94 | 88 | 94 | 75 | 9.25 | 351   | P   |

EL1: 1 = TERM PAPER LEADING TO THESIS
EL2: 2 = CONCRETE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
EL3: 3 = ADVANCED CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY
A = RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, B = EL1, C = EL2, D = EL3
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